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Simons


Handout #8: Moldmaking: 2-part silicone mold 

“How to make a 2-part Smooth-On EZ Brush Vac Bag 
Brushable Platinum Silicone supported by a plaster 

mother mold”   

Here’s Itty Bitty Kitty. 


She will walk you through the process of making a two part mold of her pal, the Accordion Kitty.


IBK demonstrates the dismantling of the Accordion Kitty 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TERMS TO KNOW		 	 	 

Pattern or model - the object from which the mold is taken. In this case, it’s an Accordion Kitty.

Mold-  the materials (i.e., plaster, silicone, rubber) painted or poured onto the pattern in order to get all of the detail infor-
mation from the pattern

Parting line - the dividing lines on a form’s contour; these are established by noting undercuts

Cast - the outcome of the mold… the final product might be in wax, rubber, plaster, resin, etc. Lots of rules and specifics 
apply ~ to be discussed during demo. 


SAFETY PRECAUTIONS 
• The silicone used herein contains no hazardous ingredients.

• Always wear eye protection and closed toe shoes in the shop. 

• Wear ear plugs — available in the shop next to David Barta’s office. 

• Use a particulate filter dust mask (N95) when mixing plaster or spraying the sealants. This mask can filter airborne parti-

cles free of oil. Some people prefer the ones with an exhalation value which reduces heat, moister and fogging.

• Be aware of the people around you. Don’t plug your ears into music when using machinery. Many operations can be 

going on simultaneously in the shop. Some may pose a threat to the distracted or aurally compromised student who is 
listening to loud music instead of concentrating on their surroundings. 


MATERIALS LIST 
The University will supply laminate mold boards, clamps, brushes, glue gun, foam core, nitrile gloves and ear plugs. 

You must purchase a pair of safety glasses. You can get them from David Barta or buy your own at the hardware store. We 
sell them for $2.  


THE FOLLOWING MATERIALS MUST BE PURCHASED BY THE STUDENT BEFORE THE DEMO!! ALL MATERIALS 
MUST BE WITH THE STUDENT ON DEMO DAY.  STUDENTS WILL MAKE THEIR MOLDS WHILE FOLLOWING 
ALONG WITH THE DEMO. 


Description Price Vendor

One 2pint Set of E-Z Brush Vac Bag Silicone Brushable Platinum Sili-
cone Rubber.  ITEM MC - 1330

$36 Douglas & Sturgess

www.artstuf.com

SuperSeal & Ease Release 205 Combo Pack 4 oz. ; ITEM MR - 1080 $8 Douglas & Sturgess

www.artstuf.com

3/4” roll Masking tape (or 2” duct tape ~ $4) $2 Ellis art supply

Sharpie permanent marker “fine” 0.79 Ellis art supply

2 lb blocks of Jolly King Plastilina Sulphur Free $3.50 per block Ellis art supply

Various tools: wooden flat, metal knives, plastic $4  Ellis art supply and scrounged

Mixing spoons or wooden stirrers (seal them with urethane) $0? Scrounge

Particle mask / dust mask $3-4 Collier Hardware

Measuring cups and stirrers (sturdy plastic) $0? Goodwill / scrounged

Mixing cups for Parts A and B Silicone $0? Goodwill / scrounged

An apron or junky clothes Goodwill / scrounged

http://www.artstuf.com
http://www.artstuf.com
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BEGIN! Establish the parting line. You can draw this right on the object if it doesn’t belong to your 
grandmother. Coat your entire object with “Super Seal” at this point. You can do this at this step or just 
before using silicone on each half of the mold. Keep the object level while surrounding it with Plastilina 
oil-based, non-sulphur clay. Sulphur in clay will inhibit the curing of the silicone.


Rough in the bed. The “bed” of clay must be as perpendicular to the pattern (object) as possible. You’ll 
get more picky about it in the next few steps. IBK extends the clay bed about 2” beyond her Accordion 
Kitty. She needs that in order to have a beefy enough plaster mother mold (more about mother later). 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Roll out long hot dogs. You’ll use these to continue to encircle and build up the bed. 


Here’s the part where you start getting more picky about smoothing and perfecting the bed. Square off 
the edges to create nice straight sides. You can use a ruler to trim off uneven edges. Remember to check 
for 2” clearance all around the object. Bed meets object at right angle.  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Notice a few things here: You’ll carve out small “keys” in the bed using a wire loop tool. These keys shouldn’t be too close 
to the object nor the outer edge. Just right. They should not create an undercut. Make one in each corner of the bed. 
These will lock the silicone to the bed when it’s coated over the object. 


Also, a pour spout has been added to the middle mold. See it? The other two don’t have pour spouts yet because these 
will be added when the other half of the mold is made. Reasons for this will become evident as you pre-plan your mold 
strategy. IBK has this all figured out. The pour spout is made so that the material you’ll be casting INTO the mold will have 
a way to get in there. Key size and distance between the object and the edge of the bed is proportional to the size of the 
mold. 


Seal the object. Shake the SuperSeal well. Spray a thin coat onto the object. This prevents the silicone from sticking to the 
object. Apply a thin but thorough coating over the model and surrounding surfaces. Don’t spray so much that it pools. Let 
dry for 5 minutes. Repeat for a minimum of 2 coats, letting the final coat dry 20 minutes. IBK used 3 coats on the wooden 
singlet (forgot to mention her fondness for wrestling) because it is a porous material.  The SuperSeal is flammable. Keep it 
away from all ignition sources. Use in a well ventilated area. 


Notice how each mixing utensil is labeled A or B. This corresponds with the A and B tubs of the 2-part silicone. DO NOT 
UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES LET THE ‘A’ UTENSILS TOUCH THE ‘B’ UTENSILS when they have silicone on them. Use 
care to avoid contamination between the A and B tubs when using these utensils. Be sure your paper cup is able to hold 
the total amount of parts A + B mixed together plus a generous amount of room for thorough mixing.  Your mixing cup 
should have a flat bottom and be free of ridges.  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Materials to have ready: 


Smooth-On Vacu Bag Platinum Cure Silicone Parts A and B


Stirring stick — preferably stiff, heavy plastic


Containers (clear) to measure Part A and Part B — mix ratio is 1:1 by volume


Container large enough to afford ample room for mixing Parts A + B together; something with a flat bottom and 
free of ridges


Small spatula or stiff brush to spread silicone over object 


Rags


Pictured below are the tubs of Part A and Part B of the EZ Brush Vac Bag Brushable Platinum Silicone. Again, no-
tice how everything is labelled. Take care to allow the minimum amount of exposure to air. Replace tops and seal 
tightly immediately after pouring.


Stir the tubs before using. Using an inert material stirring stick (heavy plastic) labeled ‘A’, stir the A tub thoroughly 
for a minute and replace the lid. Do the same with your B stick in Part B. Then, measure equal amounts of each 
into your mixing bowl — something with a flat bottom without ridges. Mix thoroughly for about a minute or until 
completely uniform in color.  You’ll have about 30 minutes to work with the mixture before it sets up. Re-coat time 
is 1 hour and cure time is 3.5 hours at room temp. It’s best to work in a relatively dust-free environment so that 
the coating doesn’t attract a layer of dirt that could cause de-lamination between layers of silicone.


You may notice that even the spritzer tops to the Ease Release 205 and the SuperSeal have been labelled so as 
not to mix up their contents. 
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Spread the mixed silicone generously over the object, extending out towards the edges of the clay bed. It 
is self-leveling and pretty thick, like Silly Putty. Be sure to dab it onto the surface of the object. Avoid 
trapping air. Move from one section to another, essentially pushing air in front of your silicone spread. The 
thickness is important! Be consistent and keep an eye out for thin spots. The blanket of silicone should 
be at LEAST 3/16” thick in all areas uniformly. (This thickness will change a tad if your object is larger.) 
You may have noticed that the molds below are a little skimpy on their extension of silicone out towards 
the edge of the clay bed… good catch!  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Prepare mold boards. Collect a handful of Plastilina oil-based clay, and 4 clamps. Build the 
box tightly around the bed. Fill all corners with a layer of the clay as well as the meeting 
point between the bed and the box. Keep this intersection perpendicular — not sloping up 
the wall of the box. You may THINK there won’t be leaks in these crevices but if you don’t 
seal them it’s guaranteed that it’ll leak.  An ounce of prevention….


Note: the mold boards here were coated with urethane for ease of release. 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Clamp tightly. Use the blue tape or any sort of mark making to tell yourself how high your 
plaster will need to be poured. Guesstimate the volume you’ll need. Example: if you think 
you’ll need 2 cups of plaster, then you’ll start with about 2/3-1/2 cup of water in your mixing 
bowl.


Now, get ready to mix and pour plaster. Spread a coat of petroleum jelly inside your bucket 
and your hands.   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Plaster mixing: always begin with water and add plaster to it. Sprinkle dry plaster over the 
water evenly till gray mountain peaks are visible all over the top of the water. Let it rest for a 
minute. Use the heel of your hand like a spatula to sweep the walls of the bucket and mix 
the plaster for one minute. You know it’s the right consistency if you dip your hand in, pull it 
out and it coats your hand like un-whipped whipping cream. You should see the contour of 
your knuckles, not a thin, runny translucent liquid. 


If you have more than one mold going (or if you are working with others) you can make a 
larger batch of plaster and work your way through several molds for this step. The plaster is 
viable for about 15 minutes. It’s best to pour into your box at one corner of the mold.  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De-molding:


We use Red Tag 30 plaster which should set in about 30 minutes. The mold should be ready to be disas-
sembled in about an hour… usually sooner but don’t rush it. You can remove the boards after an hour. 
Write or carve your initials in the plaster. Many molds look alike. LEAVE A NOTE ON TOP OF YOUR 
MOLD: YOUR NAME AND THE TIME YOU WILL RETURN. We don’t have enough clamps or boards for 
everyone to wait overnight for their plaster to dry!! Move it to a place that isn’t in the middle of Grand 
Central Station. Note: Plaster is relatively soft until fully cured. Handle with care.


You will reuse the boards and the clamps for the next step.  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When you remove the mold boards, flip the mold over so that the plaster is down and the 
clay bed is up.  This is what the underside of the object looks like (below). Next, you’ll peel 
back the clay and you’ll see the silicone under it.  It’s magical!


Notice something a bit out of the ordinary… IBK planned ahead with this part of the object. 
She’s going to use the hole in the plastic part for her pouring spout. Smart kitty. You’ll see.  


 

If you like peeling sunburned 
skin, you’ll love this step. This is 
the flip side of what you just 
did… the boards have been re-
moved, the plaster is turned over, 
the clay is on top and the silicone 
is revealed.
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It’s ideal to work on more than one mold at a time. As you can see, all three of these are now ready to be 
re-coated with silicone. 


Another thing to remember / double check — before you put the next coat of silicone on: is there a pour 
spout? See em here? The spout must go from the object outwards to the edge of the bed. Or, some route 
out of the plaster. Don’t make puny, skinny pouring spouts. They trap air. 


BUT FIRST!!!! One of the most forgettable steps!!! If you botch this then all hope is lost. You must put 
another coat of SuperSeal on this half of the exposed object just like you did way back when (if you 

didn’t coat the whole object in the beginning). 


Then, just as important as the SuperSeal… here’s the real clincher: spray the “Ease Release 205” over 
your silicone. If you don’t do this, then the silicone layer of your two halves will stick together. We call 
this error the S.O.L. #1 error.  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After the Ease Release 205 and SuperSeal are dry, mix and spread the next layer of silicone 
over the exposed object. A pour cup has been placed into that large hole you saw a few 
frames ago. BTW: the pour cup was sealed with urethane so that the SuperSeal wouldn’t 
soak into the paper… a pre-seal sealing job.


NOTE!!!! Petroleum Jelly is used on any exposed plaster. Why? Well, again, you need a 
RELEASE AGENT because in this case plaster loves to stick to plaster!!!! And again, if 
you don’t remember to do this you will be S.O.L. # 2.  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Replace the boards, seal corners and edges where bed meets walls. Notice: for small molds 
you can use coated (to help it resist the water in plaster… otherwise it gets soggy) foam 
core and lots of hot glue on the outside of the mold where walls meet. Works great. No wait-
ing for clamps. Be generous and exacting with getting the glue where it needs to go.   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See the pour spout? See the blue tape with plaster level line? See the sealed corners and 
edges? 


Check: did you spray Ease Release 205 on the silicone????? 


Check: Any plaster showing that needs petroleum jelly? Double and triple check these de-
tails.


Here’s another mold… the one that is using the Trader Joe’s coffee cup for its pour spout:   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Try to use the same boards for the second half of your mold.  It makes fitting together a little 
easier.  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The plaster has been poured and now we wait. Notice pour spout in center mold. The plas-
ter level comes up to within 1/2” of the top of the cup. The cup will be removed at the end of 
the process, leaving a negative space in the plaster thru which the wax will be poured into 
the mold.  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Boards removed, molds opened. Objects pulled out from their silicone blankets and Voilà! 
Note the way the keys will help to stabilize the two halves as they lock into one another. You 
now have a negative space that has all of the qualities of the object! Look ma, no hands!
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Label the molds and keep them closed in order to prevent drying out. This will also prevent 
warpage of the plaster. Put a heavy rubber band around the mold. 


Notice the registration marks on the sides of the mold on the left. This makes for easy orien-
tation of the two parts. IBK hasn’t gotten around to the other two molds’ marks.  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And now, IBK, exhausted from a hard day’s nap, takes another nap. Tune in next class for 
pouring wax into your molds. 


